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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGEPRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

We’ve had a very busy October with our Veterans event, Fly Gals Weekend and
Tenkara Clinic. Details of these events are in this Newsletter. We have already
started with the 2019 outing and events schedule and it will be another year filled
with fun stuff to do with the Club. I would encourage those who haven’t
participated in our events to get involved, sign up for one our outings and really
find out what this club is all about. We have a great core group of people that
make fly fishing fun. They are a mixture of seasoned fly fishers to newbies, all
whom are willing to assist you in your fly fishing adventures. Come fish with us!

In addition to a Montana trip next year, we are planning to bring back the SSFFC
Rendezvous in 2019. Many of our members have requested its return and I
concur. We‘ve tried to schedule it in the past few years, but had to cancel due to
weather, high river flow, etc. but we’ll get it done this year. For our
newer members, the Vous was our largest fund raiser and membership drive. We
started the day with a partner fly fishing tourney-trash collection contest, followed
by a casting contest, raffles, entertainment and BBQ dinner. The California Fly
Fishing Open basically followed this same format, however the Vous was just for
SSFFC members. More importantly, since the SSFFC members live from San
Diego to Carson City, the Vous was our annual get together for all the members
to catch up with each other, renew friendships and make new fly fishing friends.
Hence the name Rendezvous. I look forward to our gathering once again.

If there is an outing or class you would like to suggest, please contact me. The
Club is here for the benefit of its membership. We will finalize the 2019 calendar
of events and publish it in the December Newsletter.

November is the month for giving thanks to the people in our lives. Some people
have made a huge immediate impact. Others have been in our lives for many
years and we know we can count on them when needed. I want to thank our Board
of Directors for their involvement in the Club and their hard work making
everything happen. I feel our club has accomplished more this year than when we
won the McKenzie Cup award for the Best Fly Club in the Nation, in 2014. I
looked back at our events this year and am amazed at all of events. When you
see a Board member, please thank them for making SSFFC the best.

I hope everyone has a great Thanksgiving and enjoy the time with your love ones.



Chiaki

MEMBER SPOTLIGHTMEMBER SPOTLIGHT

Pete Emmel

1.     Retired or working. If working, what do you do? 
Retired or working? Unfortunately still working. I'm an Engineering
Supervisor for PG&E Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant.

2.     How did you get started in fly fishing?
I started fly fishing approximately 35 years ago when my brother-in-law
and his family moved to Bishop. First fish on a fly was caught in his front
yard on an Elk Hair Caddis I tied, on a borrowed JC Penny fly rod.

3.     Did you have a mentor?
Never really had a mentor. Started out being self taught, which was
interesting since the internet was in just getting rolling. Think AOL.

4.     Describe your favorite style of fly fishing.
Favorite style of fly fishing? Up until a month ago I would have said
dry/dropper. In late September took a two day guided Spey trip on the
upper Rouge River. After going to battle with a 10 pound Chrome I have
to say swinging my Spey is #1.

5.     What was your most memorable fly-fishing experience?
Best fly fishing experience? Either hooking the Rouge River Chrome on
the swing or the week spent in Sun Valley Idaho fishing the Wood River
earlier this year.

6.     Why do I fly fish?



Why do I fly fish? I think it's the joy of the challenge. I find any other types
of fishing to be boring. But, I need to be fishing moving water. What's in
the next pocket or around the next bend?

7.     Music you've been listening to lately?
Music? My truck CD player is loaded with The Stoneflies and Par Avion.
They never get moved. After them it's typically country or 80's rock.

UPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTS

Holiday PartyHoliday Party

Date: December 1, 2018
Time: 11:45 AM
Location: Kern River Brewing Company: Backyard
Details: We will be holding our first SSFFC Holiday Lunch Party. Everyone is
welcome to attend. Time to get together with other Club members and talk story
about your 2018 fly fishing escapades. A White Elephant gift exchange will be
held.

White Elephant Gift Exchange following lunch $10 ~ $20 suggested gift amount.

RSVP by Nov. 29th to Chiaki Harami.

EVENTS RECAPEVENTS RECAP

mailto:haramic@aol.com


Fly Gals WeekendFly Gals Weekend
by Celine Bayla

The club had an amazing group of ladies attend the two day women's fly fishing
program this year. We had 30 students learning from So Cal's finest: Guy Jeans,
Leigh Ann Swanson, Connie Bullock, Kesley Gallagher, Jessica Strickland, Maria
Rivas, Amy Kileen, Analiza Del Rosario, Karen Hall, Carole Ontiveros and Randy
Skidgel.

The day started bright and early at the Kern River Fly Shop with plenty of hot
coffee and warm scones and a quick introduction to fly fishing from Guy Jeans.
We then headed over to MRA Campground for some morning yoga led by the
wonderful Geneva Damico. There were definitely lots of smiles and laughter while
getting those fly fishing muscles warmed up. We then proceeded to divide the
ladies into six groups of five students and rotated them through six different fly
fishing stations: Casting, Fly Tying, Knots, Entomology, Gear and Conservation.
We then had a one hour lunch break with Sergio and Paulina from KVSAR going
over river safety. The day ended with pint night at KRBC.

Day two of Fly Gals Weekend started with the students getting assigned mentors
and fishing all along the Upper Kern. Most folks stayed closer to town while a few
tried their luck higher up river. Laura, Reina and Vanessa caught their first fish on
the fly that weekend!

Here is a comment from one of the students:
I can’t even begin to tell you what this past weekend meant to me. Everyone was so
amazing and so kind. I’ve been going through a really really rough season and needed
the community. So thank you so much for putting this together. I’m usually at the other
end of events so it was so nice to be on the participant side this time.  It was a great



opportunity for me to just have some time for me and learn more about something I’ve
been wanting to do for a long time. Before I left, JoLee (the lady in the fly shop) hugged
me and I just about started crying because it was very much needed. -Michelle V.

I'd like to thank the teachers who made the trek out to Kernville and took some
time from their busy schedules! My mind is still blown that we were able to gather
such an amazing line up of instructors and become positive role models for our
students. I'd also like to thank our mentors Jon Hart, Justin Bubenik, Sergio
Martinez, Derek Erquhart, Tim Michaels and Dan Ocampo for joining in on the
fun!

On a final note, I sent Joan Wulff the picture from this event and she sends her
congratulations on what we are accomplishing to bring more women into the
sport.

Tenkara ClinicTenkara Clinic
by Jon Hart

Tenkara is a simplified Japanese method of fly fishing consisting of a rod, line
and a fly. In the few years that I’ve been practicing tenkara on the Kern River and
elsewhere, I have learned and experienced a great deal. The last weekend of this



past October, I had the opportunity to teach ten fellow anglers the ways of tenkara,
or at least my interpretation of it.

Saturday evening started with a thread common among many fishing adventures,
exchanging hellos and introductions over few beers at the local brewery. After a
quick wander to our meeting place courtesy of the Kernville Chamber of
Commerce, I freewheeled well past the planned hour, covering tenkara history,
gear, rigging, techniques and stories. In the audience were at least four new
members from as far away as San Diego and Long Beach. Experience with
tenkara prior to this event was varied. Some had no fly fishing experience at all. A
few had tenkara rods that they had dabbled with from time to time. Many students
showed up with rods borrowed from friends or pulled from cluttered closets,
impulse buys from long ago. All were eager students, full of questions.

Sunday morning we regrouped at the Kern River Fly Shop, geared up and
headed out to a spot on the 20-mile section of the Kern River that is perfect for
tenkara. With many whitewater runs, littered with boulders and pocket water,
plunges and long runs, all perfect water with plenty of casting room and rocks to
demonstrate tenkara fundamentals, giving students some time fishing with a
tenkara rod.

We started with a quick rigging and casting demonstration in the more traditional
style, using a small, light tenkara fly called a kebari, or haired hook. In reality it
was some poofy, overly bushy abomination that I had tied up in a hurry several
nights before, and truthfully the fish seem to love the scraggly flies. The 12 foot,
extremely soft rod flung the 18 feet of high visibility orange level line and 3 feet of
tippet with pinpoint precision, time and again. Picture perfect drifts, some just
inches, sliced apart the river methodically, targeting the spots known to hold fish
and exploiting tenkara’s many benefits. 

A quick rod change and I demonstrated a tight line nymphing technique, very
similar to several european styles, but adapted for tenkara. The weighted fly and
casting technique, which subtly flicks the level line upstream of the fly’s entrance
point, plunges fast. Proper technique is required to maintain tension and depth
control through the generally short drifts.

With the sun just starting to poke its head over the ridges, I made my first cast into
the top of a plunge, small batches of unidentified bugs starting to hatch lazily.   My
fly was a single homebrew nymph with no real name, like an extra heavy bead-
head soft-hackle pheasant tail with a ridiculous pumpkin disco orange and
wicked heavy tungsten. It looks like nothing naturally occurring in any river I know
of, but plunges great, flutters nicely under the water and is highly visible to fish and
anger. The drift was slow, nearly half the speed of the fast surface water, like a
zombie ambling, washed along the bottom towards awaiting trout mouths, a jig
head providing blessed snag protection.

In the evening session I attempted to explain the sixth sense it sometimes takes
to know when a fish has taken your fly, but before my brain could complete the
thought or the sentence, a quick upward flick of the rod firmly set the hook into a
wonderful first fish for the class, a healthy rainbow trout in the 12” range. Clearly in
shock and not expecting such commotion this early in the morning, the hatchery
trout fought briefly but was subdued in just seconds, succumbing to the soft but
constant power of the rod and sliding into my net without much commotion.

After a few questions, we scattered throughout a hundred yards or so of prime
tenkara water and got to practicing. With all manner of tenkara rods to be tried,
from short creek rods to long, big-fish rods that invite two hands, students quickly



caught on. Even with no fly fishing experience, it is hard to not grasp tenkara fairly
quickly; there really are only so many ways to cast a stick with a line attached to
the end. The simplicity allowed students to very quickly find their zen. I spent time
scurrying from rock to rock, up and down river to assist students with questions,
refine technique, swap rods, adjust gear, give guidance, and occasionally just sit
back and watch. Several of the students found the technique so simple that they
sat on rocks in the river, peacefully casting. One student, eager to redeem himself
for a broken rod on his first and only prior tenkara experience, took to heart the
“dondon!” lesson from the night before and quickly moved from pool to pool,
catching several fish in the process. 

By mid morning we wound down, students meandering back through the brush to
the vehicles, asking questions, telling stories. 

New member Jeff appreciated some of the details that can make tenkara unique,
enjoyed the opportunity to try several new rods and, while not through his on
admission, is hooked. New member, recent tenkara convert and unprovoked
tenkara preacher Justin from Backcountry Hunters and Anglers and Pasadena
Casting Club has made several trips to Kern recently. Justin left his western gear
behind and seemed right at home with a single simple tenkara rod, dredging up a
brown from the deep, luring a monster native to the surface for a dry and picking
numerous healthy other rainbows with a very effective tight-line nymph rig with just
a little guidance. 

Teaching this tenkara clinic, a first for Southern Sierra Fly Fishers, was a great
experience for me. The simplicity of tenkara allowed me quickly convey the
fundamental concepts of this unique approach to fly fishing, and frankly it was
shocking how quick folks caught on. What’s more, with so few tenkara anglers on
the Kern and surrounding waters, I almost never get to observe others fishing
tenkara, so the clinic and subsequent tenkara adventures with students left me
with new perspective. 

Many thanks to all the students for their participation! We hope to have future
tenkara events, so keep a look out here or elsewhere for more info. 

Tight (fixed) lines!

CFRCFR



CFRCFR
by Carole Ontiveros

Casting for Recovery, Southern California Alumni had a beautiful weekend on the
mighty Kern River! Many thanks to the Alumni who participated in the California
Fly Fishing Open hosted by Southern Sierra Fly Fishing Club. The delicious lunch
for CfR Ladies and their Water Helpers was graciously provided by Lynn and
Preston Wade. A big thanks to all the Water Helpers who through the giving of
their time, enabled the CfR Ladies to have an amazing day of fishing.  Special
thanks to Pete @RenaissanceRods and all the CFFO participants who
generously supported our Casting Contest and Reel raffle. The opportunity given
by Southern Sierra Fly Fishing Club to fundraise and be a recipient of the
tournament proceeds is graciously appreciated. Thank you SSFFC! 

CONSERVATION NEWSCONSERVATION NEWS



New Zealand Mud SnailsNew Zealand Mud Snails
by Gary Applebee

I was working with the CADFW last week. We got to talking about the New
Zealand Mud snail being found on Bear Creek in the San Bernardino Mountains.
A crew from the USGS did an entomology survey at the confluence of Bear Creek
and the Santa Ana River. The lab found mud snails in the survey. They are pretty
sure they came down from Big Bear Lake. Big Bear Lake has had mud snails in it
for years.

I told the DFW person that I was talking to I was surprised it took so long to infect
Bear Creek. Not because Big Bear Lake is so far away from the Confluence, but
because Bear Creek gets quite a few fishermen. The
fishermen come from all over Southern California. Most don’t really clean their
gear. It used to be that way to clean your waders and boots was with industrial
strength 409. It would tear your gear up. So a lot of people figured they would just
let their gear sit out for a few days and dry out. They didn’t realize that mud snails
could live for months without water. Then they would go fishing after a couple of
weeks thinking it was ok.

As we were talking the DFW biologist was talking about all the ways they clean
their gear when they go from one stream to the next stream. All the usual ways
with freezing their boots and waders overnight. To having a couple of sets that
they can change out every two or three days while they are freezing the others.
They have a chemical that kills invasive species too. I don’t think we can buy it.
But, she mentioned saltwater. I thought saltwater? I’ve never heard of this. So I
asked how many teaspoons or tablespoons do I use. She said the mud snails are
freshwater creatures and saltwater will kill them. But, you have to use rock salt.
You know the kind we used to use to make homemade ice cream. You use five
cups to a gallon of water. Then soak and scrub your gear. Let it dry, then rinse and
your gear is good to go to the next stream.

I used to have three or four different wading boots for different waters. One for
waters infected, one for the Kern River, one for the San Bernardino Mountains
and one for everywhere else. That’s what happens when you’re paranoid about
spreading invasive species around. Then two or three of the boots wore out at the
same time. I decide that that was to expensive. Now it looks like I’ll be buying
some bags of rock salt. Way cheaper than buying wading boots. Now, you guys



are all smarter than me. I’ll bet none of you had four pair of wading boots. So you’ll
have to figure out what to do with the salty water. I don’t think throwing on your
neighbors lawn is the answer.

*Events may be cancelled or postponed due to weather, road and river conditions

   

https://www.facebook.com/KernRiverFlyShop/
https://www.instagram.com/kernriverflyshop/

